STANDING ORDER NO. 05/2004

Sub: EGM amendment reg.

Attention of all officers of Jawaharlal Nehru Custom House is invited to the Standing Order No. 536/2002 dated 11.10.2002 wherein procedure for submission/amendment of EGM has been given. In partial modification to this Standing Order, the following procedure may be followed for carrying out amendments in EGM in Indian Customs EDI

Sea EGM Amendment and EGM_ERR removal

A new role EGM_AMD has been created to rectify all EGM related problems.

This user will be provided with following options:

1. **EGM Amendment**: This option will be used for shipping lines to amend already filed EGMs.

2. **Container Number Amendment**: This option will allow the exporter to change container numbers for a shipping bill.

3. **Rotation Number Amendment**: Through this option rotation number of a shipping bill can be amended.

   On execution of any of the above options, system will compare the shipping bill data with EGM data. Shipping bill will be moved to the next queue if their data matches, otherwise appropriate error flags will be set. The following is the list of errors:

   N  Mismatch in number of containers
   C- Mismatch in container number
   P- Mismatch in number of packets.
   R  Mismatch in Rotation number.
T- Mismatch in nature of cargo.
L  LEO date greater than sailing date.
Q- Shipping bill not ready for EGM.
S  Submitted Successfully.

4. Forceful removal of SBs from EGM_ERR queue: All the shipping bills in EGM_ERR queue for an EGM will be listed out by the System. The Shipping Bill data and the corresponding EGM data along with error flag will be displayed for all these shipping bills. Any of these shipping bills can be forcefully moved to the next queue if desired. The error flag for such shipping bills will be prefixed with F to register forceful EGM submission.

The System is also modified for automatic EGM submission in case it is filed prior

For EGM amendments the Exporters/CHAs/ Shipping Agents will approach the Superintendents of Customs (Stuffing) posted at CWC CFS, Dronagiri designated specifically for the purpose.

Any difficulties faced in the implementation of the Standing Order may be brought to the notice of the concerned Jt.Commr./ Addl.Commr. of CWC CFS, Dronagiri. For systems related problems the Trade may approach EDI help desk at B-202, Jawaharlal Nehru Custom House, (Ph.No.27242407) as per S.O. no. 516/2002 dtd.9.8.02.

Sd/- (dtd. 05.02.2004)
(N.K. BHUJABAL)
COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (EXPORT)
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CUSTOM HOUSE
Attested by:
(S.K. RAHMAN)
JT. COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS
APPRAISING MAIN (EXPORT)